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	Oracle to DB2 Udb Conversion Guide (IBM Redbooks), 9780738499451 (0738499455), IBM Press, 2003
DB2 Universal Database (DB2 UDB) has long been known for its technology leadership. This IBM Redbook is an informative guide that describes how to migrate the database system from Oracle to DB2 UDB Version 8.1 on AIX, Linux, and the Microsoft Windows platform. This guide presents the best practices in migration strategy and planning, migration tools, and practical migration examples. It is intended for technical staff who are involved in an Oracle to DB2 UDB conversion project.

This Redbook provides migration planning guidelines, with step-by-step instructions for installing and using IBM Migration Toolkits (MTK) to port the database objects and data from Oracle to DB2 UDB. It illustrates with examples how to convert the stored procedures, functions, and triggers. Application programming and conversion considerations are discussed along with the differences in features and functionality of the two products.

In addition, you can find script conversion samples for data loading, database administration, and reports, which are useful for DBAs. The testing section provides procedures and tips for conversion testing and database tuning.
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Machine Learning in Computer Vision (Computational Imaging and Vision)Springer, 2005
The goal of computer vision research is to provide computers with humanlike
perception capabilities so that they can sense the environment, understand
the sensed data, take appropriate actions, and learn from this experience in
order to enhance future performance. The field has evolved from the application
of classical pattern...

		

The Traveling Salesman: Computational Solutions for TSP Applications (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 1994

	More than fifteen years ago, I was faced with the following problem in an assignment
	for a class in computer science. A brewery had to deliver beer to five stores, and the task
	was to write a computer program for determining the shortest route for the truck driver to
	visit all stores and return to the brewery. All my attemps to find a...


		

Microsoft Tabular Modeling CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	No prior knowledgeof tabular modeling is needed to benefit from this brilliant cookbook. This is the total guide to developing and managing analytical models using the Business Intelligence Semantic Models technology.


	Overview

	
		Develop tabular models for personal use
	
		Learn about the modeling...






	

Cognition in A Digital WorldLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2002
Massive changes are occurring in society regarding the delivery of information
to individuals and the way individuals process this information. These
changes happen at work, at home, and in schools; the Internet and the
World Wide Web (WWW) are changing people’s working lives, leisure
time, work settings, and educational...

		

OpenGL(R) Programming on Mac OS(R) X: Architecture, Performance, and IntegrationAddison Wesley, 2007
The Mac has fully embraced OpenGL throughout its visual systems. In fact, Apple's highly efficient, modern OpenGL implementation makes Mac OS X one of today's best platforms for OpenGL development. OpenGL® Programming on Mac OS® X is the first comprehensive resource for every graphics...

		

The Art of Software TestingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	The classic, landmark work on software testing


	The hardware and software of computing have changed markedly inthe three decades since the first edition of The Art of SoftwareTesting, but this book's powerful underlying analysis has stoodthe test of time. Whereas most books on software testing targetparticular...
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